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Let H be a connected c.g.a. over Q of finite type with H’ =0 and additive basis {x,} ordered 
by increasing degree. Let (L,d) be the Quillen model with respect to the xa’s and consider the 
d.g. Lie algebra of derivations (%L,6) with 6 induced by d. According to Schlessinger and 
Stasheff, there is a d.g. sub-Lie algebra (R6) whose cohornology classifies the rational homotopy 
types Y with H*(Y)= H (up to automorphism). Here we observe that the bigrading on _%’ induced 
by the index a and derivation degree gives rise to a decreasing filtration and compatible decom- 
position 6= CkgO k. S We apply the spectral sequence associated with this filtration to classify 
spaces Y with H*(Y)=H*(CP(n)vCP(n+k)) for ksn. 
Introduction 
Given a commutative graded algebra (c.g.a.) Hover CJ of finite type with H’ = 0, 
we wish to classify the various rational homotopy types Y with H*(Y) =H. 
Theoretical solutions of this problem were given first by Halperin and Stasheff [3] 
and more recently by Schlessinger and Stasheff [8]. In practice, however, the com- 
putational complexity of either method limits the analysis to simple examples. This 
paper introduces a spectral sequence that reduces the computational complexity of 
Schlessinger and Stasheff’s method, in the examples we consider at least, to that of 
computing the rational homotopy Lie algebra of a space. 
Briefly, Schlessinger and Stasheff consider a formal space Y with H*(Y) = H and 
Quillen Lie algebra model (L, d). If 9 = { 8 E !&AL: B decreases weight) and d is the 
differential on z_Z’ induced by d, then the classifying space is a moduli space obtained 
as the quotient of an algebraic variety contained in H’(~,Q!). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we discuss the general problem 
of computing the induced cohomology H*(C@k 4 8) for certain differential graded 
algebras (A, 6) over a field of characteristic zero. We show how to filter &AZ and 
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obtain a spectral sequence that converges to the associated graded % H*($% Vpu: 6). 
In Section 2 we consider the case & = L and restrict our attention to the sub-Lie 
algebra &?? of derivations that strictly decrease weight. We obtain the spectral 
sequence we need for the applications by restricting the differential induced by d to 
9. This spectral sequence has the nice property that the bigraded components of its 
Er-term are isomorphic to subspaces of lr*(QY) @ Q. Finally, in Section 3 we apply 
the spectral sequence to verify some well-known results and to classify the family 
of spaces Y with H*(Y) = H*(CP(n) V CP(n + k)) for n I k. 
1. The induced cohomology H*(%AA~,~) 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let & be a graded algebra over R of finite 
type (we place no commutativity or associativity restrictions on .xZ) and let dk = 
{x~&: 1x1 =k}. A h-linear map 8:d + & is a derivation of degree q E Z if 
(1) I$&‘~) c.xZ~+~ and 
(2) l9(x*u) =e(x)*y+(-l)q’X’X. B(y), 
in which case we write: 19 E Q8dq& and c&._& = 0, ?8aq~. A graded space L = 
0, Lq equipped with a multiplication [ , ] : Lp@ Lq + Lp+q, called the bracket, is 
a graded Lie algebra over R if 
(1) [x,,x,l= -(-l)pqtxq,xpl and 
(2) [x,3 [XqJrll = [[xp~xql,x,l +(-l)pqLxq, [x,,x,ll, 
for all xpeLp, xq~Lq, and x,.eLr. 
Thus the function (adx,) : L + L defined by (adx,)(x,)= [x,,x,] is a degree p 
derivation of L and the graded space %rh& is a graded Lie algebra over +% with 
bracket 
[e, 0’1 = 88’ - (- 1)1°1 l”‘lefe. 
A derivation BE C@a’d is a differential on & if a2=0. Each such 6 induces a 
differential 6 on 99&d via F(0) = [S, 01. Given (&, 6), we wish to compute the 
induced cohomology H*(gti& 8). Below we show how to do this for complexes 
(~&a) that arise in our applications. 
Assume that & is negatively graded and free on generators {x1, . . . ,x,, . . .} and 
that the xp’s have been chosen with a cellular indexing, i.e., i< j implies lXii>_ IXjj. 
If a E .&, let aax, denote the derivation defined by 
w$d(xk> = 8pka 
where a,, is the Kronecker delta, and consider the subspace hp.*& = 
{aax,: a E.&}. Define a decreasing filtration of gd& by 
@P= @ C?&%~*.&!. 
kzp 
We call {~p}pzr a cellular filtration of g&d; the associated graded C%{@“) = 
{ $??I&~‘*&‘}. Note that {gp} depends upon the cellular indexing and the choice of 
generators {x,}. 
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Choose an additive homogeneous basis B= { pj} for .A’ and obtain the basis 
B = { pj$,: pj E B, PL l} for $3&d. Write the differential 6 in the basis B to obtain 
6= C Ajp/3jaXpE G&h d, 
j, p 
and consider a basis element B = aax; E 6&~~* d. Then 8= (ad 6) is the induced dif- 
ferential on &#J.PA~, i.e., 
F(0) =6(aaxj)- (-1)“’ J$ AjpO(/ljaXp). 
j. p 
Consider k-linear maps &, and I+U of degree 1 on ~&AA? defined by 
&(c&) = (da)?& and ~(0) = -(- 1)“’ c Ajp(0/3j)axP. 
j, P 
Since ~2 is free on generators {x,} and 8(oax;)(xj) = [(se + w)(aax;)](xj), for all j, 
we have 8=&+ v/. Note that 8, preserves cellular filtration. 
Lemma 1. cy strictly increases cellular filtration. 
Proof. If Ajp+O, then \xpl<lpjl<O (6~g a’,&) so that each indecomposable 
factor of pj has cellular index strictly less than p. Hence if p I i, then (cwaxi)(j?j) = 0. 
But if /cl i, then 
w(adXi)(Xk>= f C ~j~t(aaxi)(Pj)lax,(x,)= + C ~jk(aax;)(Pj)=o. 
j. P j 
Therefore, if ~(oaxi)(x~)#O, then k>i and 
t+Y(033Xi)=f C C ~jk[(cxaXi)(~j)laXkE~-I++. 0 
k>i j 
Note that the proof of Lemma 1 fails if ~2 has elements of non-negative degree. 
For 8 E 9e” * d and each r 2 1, define 8, by 
6 (0) = -(-I)“’ C Aj l+,(@3j)c3X. r 
j ’ 
l+r’ 
Then 8, has cellular degree r and 6 = Cr2e Zr,; such a representation is called a 
cellular decomposition of 8. Since F2 = 0, the bigraded k-vector space (%Pq &} 
along with A-linear maps (6,: %%A~~~&‘-+ ~~~~~~~~ &} is a filtered multicomplex 
[12] (see Fig. 1). 
Given a cellular filtration of ‘&+.A, obtain the associated spectral sequence 
(E,,d:} as follows. Set E, p3q = ~&A”‘~AZ$, where p and q denote cellular and deriva- 
tion degrees, respectively, and define de = 8,. Inductively, if E, = H*(E,_ l,d,_ 1) has 
been computed, let d, : Epq -+ E/‘+r,q+’ be the differential induced by the ~i’S, 
01 ilr. This somewhat unconventional setup presents data for Hq in the qth row, 
or q-line, of the spectral sequence. 
Finally, cellular filtration {gp} satisfies n,, t sp = (0) and Up, 1 gp = c&~._d 
so that {9”} is exhaustive and weakly convergent [5] which proves 
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Fig. 1. The multicomplex (9%~ d, 8). 
The spectral sequence (E,,d,) converges to the associated graded 
$24 H*(c?#& .A, 8) as a A-vector space. 
In general, the graded Lie algebra structure in G&M&’ does not induce a graded 
Lie algebra structure in the limit. When applications require this richness of struc- 
ture, one must resort to ad hoc arguments. 
2. Classifying rational homotopy type 
The sequence of historical developments leading to theoretical solutions of the 
classification problem for simply connected rational spaces of finite type began with 
Quillen [7] who proved the equivalence of the rational homotopy category of simply 
connected CW spaces and the category of commutative differential graded algebras 
(c.d.g.a.) over KJ. Sullivan [l l] introduced the notion of a minimal model (AZ, d) 
for a c.g.a. Hand showed how to replace rational homotopy equivalence with iso- 
morphism. 
Halperin and Stasheff [3] gave us the first theoretical solution by showing that 
every c.d.g.a. (A,D) with H(A,D)= H can be obtained by perturbing the minimal 
model (AZ, d) with cohomology H, i.e., there exists a derivation p E SA(AZ) such 
that D= d+p. Furthermore, two perturbations p and q represent the same 
augmented homotopy type if d +p = (exp ad b)(d+ q) for some derivation b. 
Distinct augmented homotopy types p and q represent the same homotopy type if 
there exists an algebra isomorphism 4~ E Aut(H) such that G*(p) = G*(q) where @* 
is the map on Gk(/lZ) induced by 0. 
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Schlessinger and Stasheff’s ideas [S] are quite similar to Halperin and Stasheff’s, 
however they formalize their method in the language of algebraic deformation 
theory (a similar but independent approach was discovered by Felix [2]). Their 
approach considers the models of Neisendorfer [6] and Baues and Lemaire [l] 
obtained by perturbing Quillen’s Lie algebra model (L,d) (instead of the minimal 
c.d.g.a. model). Let d(L) be the free c.d.g.a. given by a graded version of the 
standard complex used to define Lie algebra cohomology. Then a perturbation p 
of (L,d) can be thought of as a deformation of d(L) in the sense of algebraic 
geometry. Of course, PE $&&d(L)); Schlessinger and Stasheff show that it is 
enough to consider p ~2. 
Given a formal space Y, H’(g!,F) is the Zariski tangent space of the miniversal 
deformation variety (the vector space of infinitesimal deformations), and H2(g, 3) 
contains the obstructions to extending the infinitesimals to deformations, i.e., to 
elements of the miniversal deformation variety. Here, two spaces X and X’ have the 
same augmented homotopy type if there exists 6’ E He(g) and such that the respective 
deformations (perturbations) p and q E H’(9) are related by d +p = (exp ad B)(d + q) 
where d is the differential on L. We refer the reader to [9] for a more detailed 
account of the deformation theory. 
Let V, c 2 ’ be the subspace of infinitesimals that extend to deformations (V, is 
defined by the equation (d+p)*=O). There is a slice MH of V, obtained as the 
Lie algebra cohomology of a sub-Lie algebra of 9 and such that the moduli space 
M,/(exp H’(g))) classifies augmented homotopy type. Distinct augmented homo- 
topy types 8, and e2 have the same homotopy type if there exists an algebra auto- 
morphism @ E Aut(H) such that @*(or) =A*(0,) where $* is the map induced by @. 
Thus the moduli space M,/(expH’(g))/Aut(H) classifies homotopy type with 
cohomology H. In particular, we have 
Theorem (Schlessinger and Stasheff [8, 8.01). If H’(RF) = 0, then MH consists of 
a singlepoint, and H is intrinsically formal (i.e., if H*(X) = H*( Y) as algebras, then 
x= Y). 
Theorem (Schlessinger and Stasheff [8, 8.11). If H”(9,8)=0, then the classifying 
space is MH/Aut(H). 
Theorem (Schlessinger and Stasheff [8, 8.21). If H2(9,8) =O, then iVIH=H’(.9,8) 
and the classifying space is H’@?)/(exp H’(g))/Aut(H). 
We now adapt the spectral sequence constructed in Section 1 to this setting. Let 
H be a (positively) graded commutative algebra over @J of finite type with H’ =O. 
Fix an additive basis { yr, .,. , y,,, . ..} with cellular indexing, i.e., if i<j, then 
1 yi 1 I lyj / (we use the term cellular indexing to remind us of the topological setting 
in which one constructs a space cell-by-cell). Let (H,, A) denote the dual coalgebra, 
let s denote the degree - 1 shift isomorphism, and let XP =syP. Consider the free 
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graded Lie algebra L generated by {xP} and let L, = {KEL: 1~1 =p}. Define a dif- 
ferential d on L of degree -1 by 
dxP=! c (-l)‘+! x!‘] 
2 i 
I) I where AyP= c _vl@ylf’. 
i 
The pair (L,d) is called the Quillen model for H. 
Theorem (Quillen [7]). If Y is a simply connected formal space of finite type and 
(L, d) is the Quillen model for H*(Y), then 
H*(L,d)=r*(fiY)OC?. 
So consider a formal space Y with H*(Y) = H and Quillen model (L, d). Let 
&LP-fL-p, p> 0, be the isomorphism that negatively reindexes L, and let 
x,,=r~(X~). Define CSE !?&a’ L by 6(x,)=~d(.~~), and consider the &-term of the 
spectral sequence for H*(%A L, 6) relative to the graded Hall basis Z’ for L [4], i.e., 
.%= {pax,: p E .X?, p L l}. Then do is defined by d,(pax,) = (a/?)&, which implies 
that EF* = n*(!ZY)@UJ$, for each p> 1. In particular, if paxPEEgq= 
52bPqL, then IPI=IxJ+q or -1pI=l~J-q so that Efq=--_,-“p~_q(!2Y)@~. 
Example 3. Let Y= S2 x S2, then H*(Y) = {y,, y,, yi y2} where / yll = I y21 =2 and 
rc,(C?Y)= UJ@Q for i= 1,2 and is zero otherwise. The (negatively graded) Quillen 
model for His (L, 6) where L is the free Lie algebra on generators {xl,x2,x3} with 
1x1( = Ix21 = -1, and 1x3/ = -3, and 6= [xl,x2]ax,. Hence H*(L,6)= {x1,x2, [x1,x,], 
[x2,x2]}; the El-term of the spectral sequence is displayed in Fig. 2. But Ji(xiax,) = 
D 2 
E 
R 
I 
V 
A 
T 1 
:, 
N 
0 
D 
E 
R 
E -1 
E 
CELLULAR DEGREE 
Fig. 2. The E,-term. 
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(xlax2tx1,x*l)ax3= [XlJlm, and similarly (after passing to E2), d2(x2ax1)= 
[x2, x&3x,. Hence, rank@-‘) = 4 and rank(H’) = rank(H*) = 2. Note that classes 
x, ax, and x2ax2 in E, are represented by x, ax, + x3 ax, and x2ax2 +x3 ax,, respectively. 
For each (Y E ZJZ? let len(a) denote the bracket length of a. Then L is bigraded by 
topological p and bracket length s. Since d is strictly quadratic, dp : Lp + L,_ 1 
decomposes as 
dP= c &, where dP,s:LP,s+LP-l,s+l. 
s 
This splits the chain complex (L, d) into a collection of subcomplexes whose homo- 
logies bigrade H,(L, d): 
H,(L, d) = 8 f$,,,(LL, d) 
P, s 
where H,,,(L,d)={kerd,,,}/{imd,+~,,_~}. 
Definition 4. Let Y be a simply connected formal space of finite type with Quillen 
model (L,d) for H*(Y). Define 
~,,,G’Y)O(G =&J&d). 
If (Y E rcP,(Q Y) 0 CJ, then define len(a) = s. 
For each bihomogeneous a EL, define the weight of a by wt(a) = ICX( - len(cx) and 
consider the subspace g c $@d L of derivations that strictly decrease weight. Let 
paxPEg _ fiqc &2bPqL, then wt(P)<wt(x,) so that len(P)> Ip] - lxP/ + 1 =q+ 1. 
Now since the differential 6 is strictly quadratic, it increases bracket length by 
exactly one. On the other hand, 8 has q-degree + 1. Therefore 8 restricts to 9, giving 
rise to a spectral sequence that converges to the associated graded C% H*(9,8) as 
a C&vector space with 
and 
We refer to this spectral sequence as a classification spectral sequence for Y. 
Since this spectral sequence depends upon the choice of additive basis for H*(Y) 
and upon a choice of cellular indexing of this basis, it is not an invariant for Y. 
Furthermore, the action of Aut(H) is compatible with cellular filtration when the 
elements of Aut(H) are diagonal; in more general settings we resort to ad hoc techni- 
ques. The examples below apply the spectral sequence to classify rational homotopy 
type. 
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3. Applications and examples 
Our first application is a direct consequence of [8, Theorem 8.01: 
Theorem 5. Let Y be a (k- l)-connected formal space of finite type (kr 2) and 
suppose that {y,, y2, . ..} is an additive basis for the cohomology algebra H*(Y). If 
OS>3 7$-2,,ow63Q=o f or all i such that )yi)r3k-1, then H*(Y) is intrin- 
sically formal. 
Proof. By assumption, the l-line of the Er-tern in the classification spectral 
sequence is identically 0 so that H’@T,F)=O. q 
Example 6 (Neisendorfer [6]). Every (k- 1)-connectedfinite-dimensional CW com- 
plex X of finite type (k? 2) with top dimension 5 3 k - 2 is formal. 
Proof. Each class in H*(X) has dimension I 3k- 2, so the result is a trivial conse- 
quence of Theorem 5. 0 
Example 7 (Halperin and Stasheff [3]). Every simply connected CW complex X of 
finite type with strictly odd-dimensional cohomology is formal. 
Proof. Let Y be a formal space with H*(Y)=H*(X), then each non-zero element 
in L (and hence in x*(QY)@Q) is even-dimensional. Hence if YE H*(Y), y#O, 
then 1 yl - 2 is odd and the relevant homotopy is identically zero. The result follows 
from Theorem 5. 0 
Example 8. If Y= CP(m)VCP(m), then H*(Y) is intrinsically formal. 
Proof. Since the rational homotopy of QY has additive basis with bracket length 
at most 2, the result is a trivial consequence of Theorem 5. q 
Example 9. If nz 1, k=O or 1, and Y=CP(n)vCP(n+ k), then H*(Y) is intrin- 
sically formal. 
Proof. Y has top dimension 2n + 2k, hence H’(Y) =0 for all i> 2n + 2. On the 
other hand, if i12n + 1, then additive basis elements for rc_ ,(QY) @ Q have 
bracket length at most 2 and the result follows from Theorem 5. 0 
Next we present an alternate proof of Stasheff’s theorem [lo] that classifies the 
rational homotopy type of a rational Poincare duality space Y= XUeN in terms of 
the Q-homotopy type of X. 
Theorem 10 (Stasheff [lo]). Let H be a Poincare’ duality algebra of top dimension 
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N and H’ = 0. Let X be a simply connected rational space with H(X) = H except 
HN(X) = 0. If Y = XU eN with H(Y) = H, then the Q-homotopy type of Y is deter- 
mined by X. 
We first prove an algebraic lemma: 
Lemma 11. Let S denote the Hall basis for a graded free Lie algebra generated by 
{ x1, x2, . . .>. Then each element a E YZ can be written in the form 
CZ= C Aj[Xj,Oj] with OjeJZ’. 
.i 
Proof. The result holds trivially for all (r with bracket length 2. So assume that the 
result holds for all /? E Z’ with 1 < len(P) <k and consider an element (Y E 2 with 
len(a) = k. Write (Y = [p’, p”] in its unique factorization with j3’ and j?” E YE’. If either 
p’ or 0” is a generator, we are done (modulo commutation). So assume that both 
p’ and p” have bracket length > 1, apply the induction hypothesis to p”, and write 
P”= C /Aj [Xj, rj] with yj E *%. 
If all of the yj’s are generators, we are done (modulo Jacobi’s identity and com- 
mutation). So assume that for some j, len( yj)> 1 and apply Jacobi’s identity as 
follows: 
]P’3 [Xj, Yjll = [[P’vxj19 Yjl * [Xj, [P’v Yjll. 
NOW apply the procedure above to the element [[P’,Xj], yj] by setting p’= [P’,Xj] 
and p” = yj; continue the process recursively until it terminates. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10. Let Y, be a formal space with H*( Y,) -H, let q denote the 
fundamental class and choose a basis {u,, u2, . . . , up_ 1, q} for H*( Y,) with cellular 
indexing such that U;Uj = +q implies either j =p - i or j = i. (If N is even, self-dual 
classes ui are arbitrarily ordered among themselves.) If UiUj= fq, let ui*= Uj. 
Let Xc, be a formal space with H*(Xe)=Hexcept HN(XO)=O, then {ui, . . ..u_._i} 
is an additive basis. Consider the respective dual coalgebras H(X,), and H(Y,), 
and denote corresponding algebra-coalgebra basis elements by the same symbol. Put 
xi= SUi, XT =Sui*, and p = sy, then in the Quillen model (L,, dy,) we have: 
d&4 = A ‘fl (- ~)‘~‘l[x~,xi”l. 
2 i=i 
Consider the classification spectral sequences for X0 and Y,. Note that the 
respective Ei-terms differ only in column p (contributed by the N-cell eN attached 
to X0). Hence it is sufficient to show that Eil =O, in which case H1(9y,) c_ 
H’(5?& and the homotopy type of Y is determined by the homotopy types of 
admissible subcomplexes X. 
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So consider a basis element 
aa/SEEf”- t 7r 0s N-2,q(QYO)OQ. 
Using Lemma 11, write a in the form 
a= C I2j[Xj,Oj] 
j 
with each Oj E Hall basis for L. rO. For each jrp - 1, consider the derivation 
~j’j(-I)l”‘l~j~jaxj*E~j*,o where j*=p-j or j*=j. Then in the multicomplex 
we have 
~p_j*(8/)=~~~1(-1)‘“‘(f9j[X;,Xji(]}d,Li=Aj[Xj,Wj]a,U 
I 1 
for each j, so that the total differential 
Hence for some j, there exists a class BE Ej such that 4(r3) = aafi and Eil =0 as 
desired. 0 
In Example 9, we observed that H*(CP(n)VCP(n + k)) is intrinsically formal 
whenever n 2 1 and k = 0 or 1. This result is sharp in the sense that for n 2 2, there 
exist exactly two equivalence classes of rational homotopy types X with H*(X)- 
ff*(CP(rz)~CP(n +2)). We now analyze this and other k’s in a range near n. 
Assume that n 2 2 and 2 I k< n and note that Y = CP(n) v C=P(n + k) is a formal 
space. Choose a basis {u,,u~,...,u~~+~} for H*(Y) such that 
and 
i+ 1, l<oddis2n-1, 
IUil = 
: 
i, 25eveni12n, 
2(i - n), 2n+lSi12n+k, 
Ui= 
! 
u1”i-2, 3Ioddi<2n-1, 
%U;-2, 45even ir2n, 
#2Ui_~, 2n+lIi12n+k. 
Let xj=suT where s denotes the degree - 1 shift operator on the coalgebra H*. A 
basis for rr;(QY)@ Q through dimension 2n + 1 is given below: 
dimension i additive basis 
2n 
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The class p exists because ur+ * = 0. Now [x,, a] = [x2, a] = 0 for dimensional reasons, 
hence we can compute the homotopy inductively in the range 2n 5 i 5 2n + 2k - 1 
and obtain the following (OS rns k- 1): 
dimension i additive basis 
2n+2m amp= h [a, [ ... 3 Ifs PI ... 111 
2n+2m+ 1 cPY=b,[cr,[ . . . . [~,Yl...lll 
Having computed the homotopy through dimension 2n + 2k- 1, we now con- 
struct the Et-term of the classification spectral sequence. First, the reader can 
check that if qr 0 and p - qr 2n, then E pq = 0. Furthermore, the non-vanishing 
components Ef’ q with 0 5 q I 2 are the following: 
E fn+i,2={a’-2yd~2,+i}, 3sisk, 
E fn+i,‘={ai-1pdX2,+i}, 2sisk, 
E :nii,o={,i-1yaX2n+i}, l~ilk. 
Finally, the non-vanishing components of the (-1)-line that can take non-zero 
values in the O-line under dr are: 
E;“+i’-l ={a$~?x~,+,}, Osisk- 1. 
Below we observe that these components of the (- 1)-line annihilate the O-line under 
4, but before proceeding we encourage the reader to verify the E,-term in the 
special case n = k = 3 displayed in Fig. 3. 
2 0 0 0 ayaxg 
1 1 0 [ 0 ( aPax ( &ax, ( 
I I I 
i 
0 0 -fax, ayaxs a2yaxg 
6 7 8 9 P 
Fig. 3. The E,-term when n =k=3 
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One can easily check that dr(o’paXj) = +a’yaXj+ 1 for each i>O. Hence the O-line 
and the 2-line vanish in E2 and the l-line in El contains exactly one class, namely 
ak-‘mX2n+k9 which survives to E,. Thus H’(9, F)=H2(.%ij) =0 (so that all 
deformations are unobstructed and there is no exponential action) and H’@?, 6) = 
{a k-1pax2n+kh 
Now to determine the classifying space we must compute the action induced by 
Aut(H). So for @ eAut(H), let &u,) =Au, +@u2 and 4(u2) =qu, +,uu,. Then 
0=@(~,“+~)=(Aur +,Qu~)~‘* =en+lu;+l with u;+‘#O implies that A#0 and Q=O; 
0 = @(u,u,) = @uf with U: # 0 implies that r = 0 and ,U #O. It follows that Aut(H) 
is compatible with cellular filtration. 
Let C$ also denote the induced map on homotopy. Then 
and 
@(a) = ]@(xr), 0(x2)1 =(4&a 
1 n n+l 
=2i=r i c( > 
[AiX2i_l,An-i+1X2(n_i)+*] 
=p+‘p. 
Therefore ~(ak-lp)=(~~)k~l~n’lak~l~=(~n’k~k-l)ak-l~ and the induced 
action @* on E,, given by @*(waxi) = [@(e9xi)@-‘(x;)]axi, is in particular 
n+k 
@*(a ‘-‘~aX2,,)=~ak~‘BaX2,_* 
for 2 I k< n. We can now prove the following: 
Example 12. If n 22 and Y= CP(n)V CP(n + 2), then there exist exactly two 
equivalence classes of homotopy types X with H*(X) = H*( Y). 
Proof. From the discussion above, H’(g) = {ajljax2n+2} and I$ rzAut(H) induces 
2 ?I+2 
v(orpaX2n+2) = F aX2n+2. 
So set J. =,u and conclude that @* has two orbits. 17 
Example 13. If nz3, 3 I kin, and Y=CP(n)V CP(n + k), then there exist count- 
ably many equivalence classes of homotopy types X with H*(X)=H*(Y). 
Proof. From the discussion above, H1(9?)=(ak-‘pax,,+,}, so consider the se- 
quence of integer primes {fi,, fi2, . . . } C Q and observe that the orbit of pi is 
k-1paX2n + k A and p#O 
1 
. 
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But kr 3, so i# j implies that the orbits of fici and bj are disjoint. Hence Am(H) 
induces countably many orbits in H’(2)). 0 
Since our purpose here is to demonstrate the usefulness of the classification 
spectral sequence, we have limited our discussion to the range 0 5 ks n in which the 
calculations are ‘clean’. We leave the more interesting calculations to the reader. 
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